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Spirit Airlines is progressively adding back Airbus A319 narrowbodies into service and altering delivery streams for its aircraft on order to support the company’s planned growth during the next ...
Spirit Continues To Add Back A319s, Accelerates Some Deliveries To 2023
The FAA is adopting a new airworthiness directive (AD) for all Airbus SAS Model A318, A319, A320 ... which is the Technical Agent for the Member States of the European Union, has issued EASA ...
AD: Airbus SAS Airplanes
Airbus is not directly affected by a global shortage of semiconductors but is monitoring the situation, he added. The head of U.S. rival Boeing (NYSE:BA), which is wrestling with new technical ...
Airbus sticks with plan to raise jet output, shares rise
PARIS (Reuters) -Airbus has launched the biggest shake-up of its manufacturing network in more than a decade, with large-parts activities reorganized in France and Germany and some small-parts ...
Airbus shakes up aero parts manufacturing
The narrow-body twin engine A319, A320 and A321 are typically flown only for short-haul travel, and Airbus’ website says the models seat between 120 to 240 passengers. While global aviation ...
Qantas, Virgin say their A320s are unaffected by urgent safety notice
northeast of Albania’s capital Tirana, close to the border with Kosovo. Air Albania’s single Airbus A319... Albania Opens Kukës International; Additional Adriatic Airport To Come is published ...
Albania Opens Kukës International; Additional Adriatic Airport To Come
Airbus unveils hydrogen designs for zero-emission ... expensive and/or hard to do. At a physical and technical level, there are three action areas on which we should focus. The first is to adopt ...
Net zero target requires three-legged stool of action
to provide heavy maintenance for two of its Airbus A319. The maintenance work includes cabin refurbishment, embodiment of special modifications to augment the structural durability of the airframe ...
Air Mauritius Awards GAMCO maintenance contract
The German military has had to rent helicopters from the national automobile club to train its pilots. The armed forces, known as the Bundeswehr, have long been bedevilled by equipment problems ...
Germany has to borrow rescue helicopters for the military
Budget carrier AirAsia India has extended its partnership with European aviation major Airbus' flight operations software subsidiary, NAVBLUE, the airline said on Tuesday. AirAsia India is a ...
AirAsia India extends partnership with Airbus arm NAVBLUE
LONDON (Reuters) - A former Airbus subsidiary said on Wednesday it was pleading guilty to corruption charges brought by Britain's Serious Fraud Office (SFO) over contracts to provide military ...
Former Airbus subsidiary to plead guilty in UK to corruption over Saudi contracts
These are being converted through a programme involving ST Engineering and Airbus with their joint venture, Elbe FlugzeugWerke (EFW), it added. IndiGo is expected to take the delivery of its first ...
IndiGo to procure four Airbus planes for freight
Airbus, in association with its reseller; Arubaito India Private Limited, has been selected to supply its Tactilon Agnet 500 communication and collaboration platform to the Indian mobile network ...
Airbus provides Tactilon Agnet, secure communication services to BSNL
Its development poses technical challenges since it would involve placing a cargo door in the composite shell chosen by Airbus to compete with Boeing's lightweight composite 787. Experts say ...
Exclusive: Airbus targets Boeing's freight fortress with potential A350 cargo jet - sources
Germany has pressed its military into action to assist India in this time of crisis. Chancellor Angela Merkel issued a statement last week, expressing solidarity with the people of India.
Germany presses its military into action to assist India, to send oxygen generation plant
GENEVA (Reuters) - British trade minister Liz Truss expects the trade dispute over Airbus and Boeing (NYSE:BA) to be resolved by July when a freeze on tit-for-tat tariffs expires, she told Reuters on ...
UK's Truss expects Airbus-Boeing row to be resolved by July
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PARIS (Reuters) -Airbus on Monday announced the biggest ... committee in size and doing away with the split ownership of technical resources dating back to a former structure driven by European ...
Shake-Up at Airbus as Defence and Technology Chiefs Quit
We're working closely with Safran to coordinate our operations as the LEAP engine production ramps up, supporting the Airbus A320neo ... service and technical excellence is well established ...
Albany International Corp (AIN) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Airbus is not directly affected by a global shortage of semiconductors but is monitoring the situation, he added. The head of US rival Boeing, which is wrestling with new technical problems with ...
Airbus sticks with plan to raise jet output
Story continues Airbus is not directly affected by a global shortage of semiconductors but is monitoring the situation, he added. The head of U.S. rival Boeing, which is wrestling with new technical ...
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